Flexible Metal Thermal
and Seismic Solutions

•	Movement along the XYZ axis
• No pressure thrust load
• Minimal guiding
• Minimal Anchor loads
• Double or triple flexible sections V, U, UW, L
and corner shape allowing the XYZ movement solution
• Single straight flexible section, allowing one
axis movement solution
•	Many orientation options
• Ability to nest multiple pipe runs
• Multiple configurations
• Custom designed to meet customers
movement or space requirement
• Movement range virtually any, however
movements greater than 250 mm are rare
• Custom designed to meet customers
movement or space
• Watermark approval

This catalogue covers our stock standard hose,
contact our sales engineer for higher pressures
or special material grades

• Fire safe due to full metallic construction
• Any flanges, threaded, copper or Victaulic
end connections.
• Better flexibility than standard metal and
rubber expansion joints
• It is simply one of the most effective ways
to compensate for piping system movement
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Meeting Customers Individual Needs
Convoluted Technologies Pty Ltd design Thermal &/or Seismic Hose Assembly
solutions to each unique customer movement or space requirements.
The Thermal Assembly is designed to absorb continuous thermal expansion or contraction of pipework and the seismic
hose assembly is designed to absorb one major seismic event in the XYZ axis. (It is recommended that seismic hose
assemblies be replaced after any seismic activity)
As the pipework moves, the legs of the assembly will begin to flex. Both legs must be free to move to operate properly.
The degree of movement is dependent on the hose diameter, type of hose used, dynamic bend radius and hose live length.
The final product configuration is depending on type of hose loop used to match the customer’s space requirements and
our minimum requirements to achieve the requested movement.
We know that each installation has its own unique set of requirements, therefore we offer custom made solutions for
each individual application.
There are two scenarios on why to install a flexible metal hose assembly loop in your system; to compensate for:

Seismic XYZ axis
Movement

Thermal Movement

Pressure thrust, anchors and guides
In contrast to traditional metal or rubber bellows, Thermal / Seismic hose assemblies impose NO Pressure thrust
load on the piping system, because the braiding of the hose assembly tightens and takes up this pressure thrust
load. This eliminates the need for expansive thrust blocks or heavy duty anchors and guides resulting in savings
for the installation cost.
There is a displacement force to consider, based on the pressure in the hose and the hose resistance to bending
see below approximate values.

Bar/
NB

Approximate displacement force in Newton for 150 mm movement V and U loop in
Standard-Flex SS316 L hose
1
1
2
1/2” 3/4”
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329
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498
934 1890 6228 10008 11210
5
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538
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10
22
27
369
984
25
100
627
805 1068 1753 3238 11254
12.5
22
27
252
672
40
150
774
970 1397 2051 4101 14234
15
27
36
210
560
50
200
979
1446
1868 2736 5471
20
Note: Forces for lesser movement are proportionately lower; e.g. 75 mm movement force is approximately 1/2 of
the 150 mm movement force.
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Flexible Metal Thermal and Seismic
Hose Solutions
Product Shapes

Double or triple flexible sections V, U, UW, L shape allowing the XYZ movement solution; Single straight flexible section
allowing one axis movement solution
Straight hose assemblies can handle movement in one plain only, e.g. angular or offset motion

V loop is the most commonly used and consist of two flexible sections allowing movement along the XYZ axis with
featuring two 45 degree elbows and one 90 degree elbow for a total of 180 degree pipe changes.

L

V Loop

A

U loop consist of two flexible sections allowing movement along the XYZ axis with featuring two 90 degree

elbows and one 180 degree return for a total of 360 degree pipe changes. This joint requires additional welding
due to spacer pieces in the 180 degree return to make space for the movement required. This product is used
where spacing or nesting of multiple pipes runs need a solution.

L

A
U Loop
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Meeting Customers Individual Needs
UW loop consist of three flexible sections allowing extra movement along the XYZ axis with featuring four 90

degree elbows for a total of 360 degree pipe changes. This joint requires extra welding due to extra flex in the return. This
product is used where extra movement in a tighter spacing or nesting of multiple pipe runs need a solution.

L

A
UW Loop

L Shape dog leg consist of two flexible sections allowing movement along the XYZ axis with featuring one
90 degree elbow for a total of 90 degree in pipe changes. This joint is a good solution where piping movement
changes direction by 90 degree and where anchoring on pipe guides is designed for this installation.

A
L Shape

A
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Flexible Metal Thermal and Seismic
Hose Solutions
Corner loop thermal expansion solution installed in a 90 degree corner consist of two flexible sections allowing
movement along the XYZ axis with featuring two 135 degree elbows and one 180 degree return for a total
of 360 degree pipe changes.

For multiple pipe runs a number of assemblies can be designed to be nested inside one another or over
and under one another

Convoluted Technologies can also supply metallic expansion joint seismic solutions in the bigger diameters
where the hose pressure becomes a limiting factor.
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Meeting Customers Individual Needs
Single Straight Flexible Sections
Single straight flexible section allowing one axis movement solution commonly used in shorter branch piping to
eliminate take off piping stress and limited off set in one plane only.
Singular hose assemblies are commonly used in the branches from the pipe main headers.
They are restricted to one plane movement only, and the amount of movement is to be determined by the live hose length
and flexibility of the hose.
They could be installed for the following reasons:
T
T

Pump Connectors to limit pump vibration and noise
available in Flexible metal hose, Rubber expansion
joints and Metallic expansion joints.

L

L
Lp

End of assembly free
to move out of line
from neutral position

R

O

Angular motion applications

R

T

Offest motion applications
T
R

L

Lp
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Flexible Metal Thermal and Seismic
Hose Solutions
Flexible Metal Thermal and Seismic hose assembly’s installation
and maintenance instructions.
INSTALLATION: The hose assemblies can be installed in any orientation with pipe vertical, horizontal or any angle
in-between. The only critical element is that the middle bend must be free to move as the assembly expands and
contracts or moves.
A middle elbow flexible support would need to be installed to stop the hose assembly bending under its own weight in
any installation other than vertical.

Seismic Loops can be installed in a neutral, pre-compressed or pre-extended condition as required for the application
Steam applications: Ideally the Seismic Loop should be installed horizontally to minimize the entrapment
of condensate.
If the hose assembly is installed in the centre of a pipe run, the flexible legs of the assembly will flex symmetrically.
Resulting that the middle elbow will move toward and away from the pipe depending on the movement.
The middle elbow flexible support should be designed with enough slack to allow the middle elbow to move 10% of
the Loops designed movement.

Compression & Extension

Up & Down

One end anchored: When installed at or near an anchor the middle bend will have a lateral component to its
movement, in addition to the movement described above (“Centred in a pipe run”) the lateral movement will be 50%
of the thermal expansion or contraction and will be in the same direction as the pipe movement. Again, a sufficiently
slack hanger rod or slide support is all that is required.
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Meeting Customers Individual Needs
Anchors are required on either side of the V or U connector to react to the displacement forces of the Assembly. Pressure
thrust loads are not a consideration because the Thermal/ Seismic hose assemblies will not impose pressure thrust onto
the system. Anchors should be of sufficient strength to withstand the displacement forces of the loops and the frictional
forces of the pipe sliding through any pipe alignment guides.
Pipe guides are always recommended in applications involving thermal movement:
• Pipe guides are needed to facilitate the thermal expansion of a pipeline so that the
		
movement is properly directed to the expansion joint
•
•
		

T/2 designed
T/2
Pipe guides are
to prevent buckling or squirming of the pipe

Proper guiding, hangers and anchoring are essential to the correct installation of Thermal
hose assemblies; consult with your piping engineers before any new installation
SECOND GUIDE SPACING

2R

BUILDING EXPANSION JOINT XYZ

H1

350mm
RECOMMENDED

350mm
RECOMMENDED

THERMAL APPLICATION

Pipe Fixed
Anchor

Pipe Size
in mm
Support

1/2

15

1.5

Pipe Fixed
Anchor

3/4
1

20
25

1.5
1.5

1 1/4

32

1.5

1 1/2

38

2

50

1.5
1.8

2 1/2

65

1.8

3

75

1.8

4

100

1.8

5

125

2.4

6

150

2.4

8

200

2.4

10

250

2.4

12

300

3.0

350mm
RECOMMENDED

SECOND
GUIDE SPACING
(See Table)

Slide Guides

Pipe Fixed
Anchor

Guides and anchors for vee
located near anchor

350mm
RECOMMENDED

Pipe Fixed
Anchor

Slide Guides

Guide
Spacing
mm

SECOND
GUIDE SPACING
(See Table)

Slide Guides

Pipe Fixed
Anchor

Guides and anchors for vee
located between remote anchor

Maintenance: Seismic Loops require no field adjustments and they have no serviceable parts – no operation or
maintenance required.
They do need to be installed in a situation where leakage can’t cause serious property damage or injury to people.
The assemblies are designed to be the only flexible part in the system and in a static situation it will last a long time but
vibration and continuous movement will shorten the service live of the product.
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Flexible Metal Thermal and Seismic
Hose Solutions

Metal Hose Enquiry & Design - Specification Sheet

Instructions: To place an order or request a quotation, please complete this form. If you need assistance in specifying an
assembly, complete the Application Information Grid shown below as well as the ‘End Fittings’ section below.
When completed, fax this form to your nearest distributor.
Customer:____________________________________________Contact:____________________________ Date:___________
Phone: _____________________ Fax: _____________________ Email:____________________________________________
Specification Information: _______________________________Request Quote (or)___________________________________
Place Order P.O.#______________________________________ Quantity: _________Date Required:_____________________
Hose (type and diameter): ________________________________________________________________________________
Length (mm): ________________________(Overall Length/Live Length)
End Fittings (type and size for both ends)
End #1: Size: ____________ Type: ________________________Material:__________________________________________
End #2: Size: ____________ Type: ________________________Material:__________________________________________
Liner Required: Yes/ No If “Yes”, Liner Material:________________________________________________________________
Special Fabrication:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Accessories:___________________________________________________________________________________________
Application Information.

Please provide the following information.
Application Drawing: (sketch the installation and include all dimensions and motions of hose during application)

Size (inches):________ (in the event the fittings or hose have different sizes, include all sizes and show on the application drawing).
Temperature: Media: Min. _____°C

Max: ____ °C

Environment: Min. _____°C

Max. _____ °C (assumption is 20°C for all)

Media:_____________________________________________ (assumption is the media is compatible with all available materials)
Max. Pressure (bar):____________________ Fluctuations (None/Pulsating/Shock): (assumption is nominal pressure, no fluctuations)
Max. Velocity:_____________________________________(feet/second): (assumption is velocity is too slow to affect performance)
Type of Motion (from drawing above):____________________________________(Static/Constant/Vibration) (assumption is static)

NSW HEAD OFFICE
Unit 2/163 Prospect Highway,
Seven Hills NSW 2147
P 02 9838 9599

VIC BRANCH UNIT
41 Atlantic Drive,
Keysborough VIC 3173
P 03 8587 9300

WA BRANCH UNIT
1/24 Horus Bend,
Bibra Lake WA 6163
P 08 9434 9899

All orders & sales enquiries to ctsales@convoluted.com.au
Comprehensive product catalogues available to download: www.convoluted.com.au

